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Wireless sensor networks have grown more and more popular in the past few years.
There are sensor networks available from several manufacturers. A wireless sensor
network is usually tailored for a certain purpose and because of it's sensors, appli-
cation speciﬁc radio range, data transfer speed, or other features it is unsuitable for
other applications. In applications where several physical quantities are measured,
it is hard to ﬁnd one sensor network technology which would cover all of the require-
ments. Co-operative use of one or more diﬀerent wireless sensor network technology
is required in these applications.
This thesis reports the design and prototype implementation of an adaptation layer
for connecting several wireless sensor network technologies to the same gateway. An
adaptation layer consists of technology speciﬁc adapters, which convert the technol-
ogy speciﬁc measurement messages to one uniﬁed message format understood by the
gateway. This makes it possible to use the measurement data similarly regardless
of the sensor network it is from.
This thesis presents adapter implementations for ZigBee, Z-Wave, and Bluetooth
networks. The adapters are tested as a part of a larger ensemble, where the measure-
ment data is used in cloud services. In addition this thesis introduces requirements
for designing and implementing new sensor network adapters.
The results of the thesis show that several diﬀerent wireless sensor network tech-
nologies can be used co-operatively with an adaptation layer. The adaptation layer
also separates the sensor network integrations to the gateway from the rest of the
development, speeding up the development of the gateway and end-user services.
In addition the adaptation layer makes applications independent of one sensor net-
work manufacturer, and makes it easy to add and change sensor networks to already
deployed applications.
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On the downside, the adaptation layer increases delays between a wireless sensor
network and a gateway. It also adds a layer of complication to the architecture,
creating one additional unreliability factor.
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Langattomat sensoriverkot ovat yleistyneet viime vuosina. Tarjolla on sensoriverkko-
ja useilta eri valmistajilta. Yksittäinen sensoriverkko on yleensä suunnattu tiettyyn
tarkoitukseen, eikä antureidensa, tai käyttötapaukseen mukautetun kantomatkan,
tiedonsiirron nopeuden, tai muiden ominaisuuksien takia sovellu muihin käyttöta-
pauksiin. Sovelluksiin joissa mitataan useita fyysisiä suureita on vaikea löytää yhtä
sensoriverkkoa joka kattaisi kaikki vaatimukset. Tällaisiin sovelluksiin vaaditaan
yhden tai useamman eri sensoriverkkoteknologian yhteiskäyttöä.
Tämä diplomityö esittelee sovitinkerroksen sunnittelun ja prototyyppitoteutuksen
usean sensoriverkkoteknologian liittämiseen yhteen yhdyskäytävään. Sovitinkerros
koostuu teknologiakohtaisista sovittimista, jotka muuntavat sensoriverkkojen omat
mittausviestimuodot yhteiseen yhdyskäytävän ymmärtämään muotoon. Tämä mah-
dollistaa mittaustiedon käytön jatkosovelluksissa samalla tavalla riippumatta siitä,
mistä sensoriverkosta se on peräisin.
Tässä diplomityössä esitellään sovittimien toteutus ZigBee, Z-Wave ja Bluetooth
verkoille. Sovittimet testataan osana suurempaa kokonaisuutta, jossa sensoriverkko-
jen tuottamaa tietoa käytetään pilvipalveluissa. Lisäksi työssä esitetään yleiset vaa-
timukset uusien sensoriverkkosovittimien suunnitteluun ja toteutukseen.
Työn tulokset osoittavat, että useita eri teknologian sensoriverkkoja voidaan käyt-
tää yhdessä sovitinkerroksen avulla. Lisäksi sovitinkerros eriyttää sensoriverkko-
jen integroinnin yhdyskäytävään muusta kehitystyöstä nopeuttaen huomattavasti
sekä yhdyskäytävän, että loppusovellusten kehittämistä. Sovitinkerros mahdollis-
taa myös riippumattomuuden yhden valmistajan tuotteista, sekä sensoriverkkojen
vaihtamisen ja lisäämisen helposti jo käytössä oleviin sovelluksiin.
Sovitinkerroksen varjopuolena on sen aiheuttama viiveen kasvu sensoriverkon ja
Vyhdyskäytävän välillä. Se myös luo yhden epävarmuustekijän lisää arkkitehtuuriin
lisäämällä sen monimutkaisuutta.
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11. INTRODUCTION
The research and development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has yielded a
vast application space and numerous deployments have been tested in academic and
commercial world. Applications have been tested in areas such as agriculture [1],
health care [2], military [3] and home surveillance [4]. The grown application space
and increased commercial potential has lead to mass market. This has increased
the number of manufacturers, standards and diﬀerent technologies available. The
use of several competing standards and immature technologies has lead to products
incompatible with each other.
A WSN consists of independent devices, called nodes, that are equipped with sensors
which measure physical quantities, such as temperature or humidity, and possible
actuators that control other devices [5]. This thesis concentrates on resource con-
strained low-power WSNs that have small form factor nodes with embedded software
[6]. Battery life for these nodes is usually measured in years and months rather than
hours or days. The nodes communicate through a wireless radio link and automat-
ically form an ad hoc network, where measurement data is transferred and routed
hop by hop towards data collection points. Nodes communicate with each other
at ranges from few meters up to kilometers [7]. A network can consist from just
few nodes to thousands of nodes. The small form factor, long battery life and
autonomous networking makes WSNs easy to deploy and maintain.
1.1 Typical WSN architecture
A widely used WSN architecture model is presented in Figure 1.1. This architecture
is also used in this thesis. The WSN architecture consists of the network itself and
the server infrastructure. The network consists of one or more nodes. A sink node is
a special node at the edge of the network which connects the network to the outside
world [6]. In a multihop WSN, nodes route data through other nodes, until the data
arrives at the sink node.
The server infrastructure is used to store and process the measured data [6]. It
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Figure 1.1: A typical end-to-end WSN architecture starting from a node and ending to an
end-user service.
consists of a network gateway which can have a database for storing all measure-
ments. It communicates with the sink node and receives all measurements from the
network. The gateway is also connected to Internet or a local network to access the
measurement data from the outside world. The gateway provides the data to end-
user services in real-time or from the database based on queries. A gateway may
support the subscription of alarms from sensor values, for example when a value
exceed speciﬁed boundaries.
End-user services use the measurement data from the nodes. They can vary from a
simple desktop software that graphically interprets the measurement data to servers
that reﬁne the data use it for calculation, for example weather forecasting. Reﬁning
the measurement data to reasonable and useful information is the main purpose of
end-user services.
The grown application space of WSNs has made it impossible for one WSN technol-
ogy to be a ﬁxed solution that could be used in all applications [8]. The requirements
of the WSN greatly vary between applications. For example nodes used for biomed-
Figure 1.2: Diﬀerent types of WSN applications: weather station for outdoor conditions
(left), cattle breeding monitoring [9] (middle) and human heart monitoring [10] (right)
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ical measurements in short sports training sessions have diﬀerent requirements on
radio range and battery life compared to nodes that measure soil moisture on a farm
for years. This has lead to many diﬀerent WSN technologies, as illustrated in Figure
1.2, that are not compatible with each other. Some technologies are meant for a
very speciﬁc application as some might be designed to be all-around solutions.
1.2 Multi-technology WSN architectures
Combining several WSN technologies enable applications with diverse requirements
that one WSN technology cannot provide [11]. An application may need to measure
diﬀerent physical quantities and the distances between nodes can vary. For example
in a home automation application nodes could monitor indoor temperature, hu-
midity, energy consumption and control curtains and power switches. In the same
application there could be nodes outdoors with longer distances monitoring motion,
outside temperature and car parking. There might not be a WSN technology that
has nodes or sensors able to cover all of the requirements. In these cases two or more
diﬀerent WSN technologies, incompatible with each other, have to be used together.
The requirements for the application can also change after the initial deployment
and new WSN technologies need to be integrated into the application.
Multiple WSN technologies can be integrated into one gateway with an adaptation
layer between the gateway and the WSNs as illustrated in Figure 1.3. This method
is used in this thesis. The adaptation layer consists of adapters which convert the
WSN technology speciﬁc measurement data to an uniﬁed format understood by the
Figure 1.3: Several WSN technologies connected to one network gateway with an adapta-
tion layer.
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gateway. The gateway itself does not have anyWSN technology speciﬁc architectures
or functions. This separates the gateway development from WSN integrations.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis
The motivation for this thesis is to integrate diﬀerent WSN technologies into a
gateway so that all of the measurement data can be used without the knowledge of
the actual technology or source node of the data. This is done to make the end-user
service development easier and quicker. Also, it is possible to change a WSN in an
application to another WSN using a diﬀerent technology, making the application
independent of one WSN manufacturer.
This thesis focuses on the adaptation layer between the WSNs and the gateway.
Similar adaptation layer can also be used between the end-user services and the
gateway but that is out of the scope of this thesis.
In this thesis an adaptation layer is designed and prototyped. To verify the prac-
ticality and versatility of the adaptation layer, adapters are implemented for three
diﬀerent types of WSN applications: home automation, biomedical measurement
and environmental monitoring WSNs. The implementation of the adaptation layer
is tested in real life applications. Generic plotters of measurement data are also used
to evaluate the beneﬁts. Requirements for creating an adapter for any WSN tech-
nology are explained. All adapters were implemented in Java or C++, the gateway
was run on an embedded PC.
The work done in this thesis is a part of Distributed interoperable wireless surveil-
lance, monitoring, and alarm system (WAS) project at Tampere University of Tech-
nology (TUT). The WAS project developes a WSN network architecture which is
based on heterogeneity, hierarchical levels of intelligence and novel wake-up concept.
The gateway used in this thesis is an existing software, called Generic WSN Gateway
(GWG). A WSN interface collection, WSN OpenAPI, is also adapted in the thesis.
GWG and WSN OpenAPI are both developed at TUT by the TUTWSN research
group and are part of the WAS project. This thesis does not focus on the existing
GWG development, only on the WSN adaptation layer.
1.4 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, diﬀerent WSN technologies are
introduced to explore the diversity of available WSNs. Chapter 3 introduces related
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work to this thesis. The requirements and design issues of adapter development are
presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the actual implementation and testing
work done and explains the made WSN technology choices and compromises in
adapters. Result and evaluation is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the
thesis.
62. WSN TECHNOLOGIES
To understand the requirements and challenges of integrating WSN technologies to
a gateway, diﬀerent WSN technologies are presented in this Chapter. From the
presented technologies, Bluetooth, ZigBee and Z-Wave are introduced more closely
and are used in the actual adapter prototypes of the thesis.
2.1 Technological Diversity of WSNs
There are diﬀerent WSN technologies available for varying application areas. Tech-
nologies have diﬀerent features and abilities. Features such as frequency band, data
rate, power usage and network topology vary between technologies [6].
For building and home automation there are technologies such as ZigBee [12], Z-
Wave [13], Wavenis [14] and EnOcean [15]. Bluetooth [16] and ANT [17] are tech-
nologies targeted at smaller and simpler one hop WSNs such as mobile phone acces-
sories and heart rate belts. For industrial use there are WSN technologies such as
WirelessHART [18] and ISA100 [19]. These WSNs require good reliability, robust-
ness and small latencies in data transfers. Industrial WSN technologies are usually
too expensive for personal use. There are also WSN technologies targeted at speciﬁc
applications. DASH7 [20] is uses a less popular frequency band of 433MHz which
Table 2.1: WSN technology comparision
WSN Technology Freq. band (MHz) Data rate (kbps)
ZigBee 868, 915, 2400 20-250
Z-Wave 865, 915 40
Wavenis 422, 868, 915 4.8-100
EnOcean 315, 868 125
Bluetooth 2.0 2400 3100
ANT 2400 1000
WirelessHART 2400 250
ISA100 2400 250
DASH7 433 27.8
RuBee 0.131 1.2
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makes it a good choice for long range applications. RuBee [21] has a small form
factor and very low power usage but in contrast to these it also has a low data rate
and short radio range. Frequency bands and data rates of these WSN technologies
are displayed in Table 2.1.
Bluetooth, ZigBee and Z-Wave were selected for integration to the gateway in this
thesis. Many biomedical sensors use Bluetooth so it was selected. Using Bluetooth
also makes it possible to run the adapter software on any device with Bluetooth
support. ZigBee was selected because it is one of the most used WSN technologies
[22]. Z-Wave was selected because of the wide range of available devices. The
selected technologies have diﬀerent features and abilities, and are meant for diﬀerent
applications, proving the versatility of the adaptation layer.
2.2 Bluetooth
Bluetooth is a proprietary open wireless technology standard for short range com-
munications [16]. It was originally created by Ericsson in 1994. Although Bluetooth
is not originally meant for WSNs it can be used in simple networks. Bluetooth de-
ﬁnes two roles for devices in a network: a master and a slave. A master can have up
to seven slaves it can transfer data with. Data can not be routed from other nodes,
connection are simple peer to peer links.
Bluetooth also supports networks called piconets [23]. Piconets add the possibility
that slaves can communicate with each other trough the master. Piconets can be
Figure 2.1: Bluetooth device roles, piconet and scatternet topologies.
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interconnected to form a larger network called scatternet. This can be achieved
when a member, either a slave or a master, of one piconet acts as a slave in another
piconet. Bluetooth roles, piconet and scatternet are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Bluetooth operates on the radio band of 2.4GHz [24]. There are three diﬀerent
transmitter classes used in Bluetooth devices, they are introduced in Table 2.2.
Bluetooth version 2.1 has a nominal datarate of 3.1MBit/s, with a practical rate of
2.1Mbit/s. These rates allow Bluetooth to be used with simple short-range networks
with larger data amounts. Bluetooth version 4.0 introduces a subset called Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) with a new protocol stack for quick forming of simple links. BLE
is meant for low power applications such as wireless sensor networks.
Table 2.2: Bluetooth classes
Class Max power (mW) Max power (dBm) Range (m)
Class 1 100 20 100
Class 2 2,5 4 10
Class 3 1 0 5
Bluetooth has a group of proﬁles, which are speciﬁcations regarding certain appli-
cations [24]. Each proﬁle deﬁnes certain services which a device must implement to
be compatible with the proﬁle. All devices must be compatible with some subset of
the Bluetooth proﬁles. Bluetooh Serial Port Proﬁle (SPP) is a proﬁle that emulates
a serial cable to provide simple data handling or substitute an existing RS-232 con-
nection. SPP is often used in Bluetooth nodes to receive the measurement data on
the master device.
Bluetooth networks do not use such network gateways as introduced in the WSN
architecture of this thesis. To access data of Bluetooth devices, the accessing device
has to have a Bluetooth radio and act as the Bluetooth master or slave in a network.
The role of the accessing device depends on the implementation of the Bluetooth
nodes.
2.3 ZigBee
ZigBee is a speciﬁcation for a set of high level communication protocols based on
the IEEE 802.15.4 [25] standard. The speciﬁcations are published by the ZigBee
Alliance [12]. Version 1.0 of the speciﬁcation was announced available on June 13th
2005. ZigBee is a registered trademark, not a single standard. ZigBee is free for
non-commercial use, but to use ZigBee in commercial products the manufacturer
needs to pay an annual fee.
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Figure 2.2: Diﬀerent products using ZigBee. Universal remote control (left)[33], home
automation control center (middle)[34], WSN development kit node (right)[27].
ZigBee was originally meant for applications that require short-range transfer of data
at low rates and long battery life, such as wireless light switches, industrial control
and home automation [6]. Some example products using ZigBee are presented in
Figure 2.2. The development of ZigBee was originally started because WLAN and
Bluetooth were not considered adequate for these use areas. The alliance publishes
application proﬁles that allow multiple manufacturers to create compatible prod-
ucts. Application proﬁles deﬁne certain properties and functions the device has
to implement to use the proﬁle. The current released application proﬁles are for
home automation, energy related usage, telecommunications, health care and re-
mote controlling. The ZigBee speciﬁcation [26] is intended to be simpler and less
expensive compared to other similar technologies. ZigBee also has a basic security
model for encrypted and secure communications. The devices operate in radio bands
at 868MHz in Europe, 915MHz in the USA and Australia and 2,4GHz worldwide.
The data rates vary from 20 to 250 kilobits/second. ZigBee supports star, tree and
mesh topologies. In a ZigBee network there are nodes with three diﬀerent roles, also
illustrated in Figure 2.3:
• ZigBee Coordinator (ZC) - Forms the root of the network tree and stores
information about the network. There is only one coordinator in each ZigBee
network. Coordinators can also form bridges to other networks.
• ZigBee Router (ZR) - Works as an intermediate router, passing data onwards
from other devices.
• ZigBee End Device (ZED) - Communicates only with a parent node without
routing data from other devices. ZED nodes are asleep most of the time.
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Figure 2.3: ZigBee network terminology.
For ZigBee networks there are network gateways available that provide the measure-
ment data with Application Programming Interfaces (API) with protocols such as
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) or REpresentational State Transfer (REST)
[12]. The interfaces and protocols vary between manufacturers. The measurement
data can also be access straight from a device acting as the ZigBee Coordinator. For
example, there are USB devices available, which can be read with a PC.
2.4 Z-Wave
Z-Wave is a wireless communication protocol designed for home automation [13].
It is targeted at residential and light commercial environments. The protocol is
optimized for reliable, low-latency communication of small data packets, such as
remote controlling. Z-Wave was developed by a Danish startup called Zen-Sys,
which was later acquired by Sigma Designs [28]. Z-Wave is supported by over 160
manufacturers worldwide and there are over 600 diﬀerent products available. Some
Z-Wave products are presented in Figure 2.4. The standard is only available to Sigma
Designs customers under a non-disclosure agreement, but there is an unoﬃcial open
source library called openzwave in development [29]. Z-Wave operates at 868MHz
and 900MHz frequency bands [30]. There are two bandwidths available for use:
9600 bit/s and 40 kbit/s. The range of the wireless links are usually around 30 meters
in open air conditions [31, 32]. Most commercial Z-Wave devices are available to
private persons and are meant for use at homes. The devices vary from remote
controllable power switches and energy meters to ﬂood and motion detectors.
Z-Wave uses a source routed mesh topology. This means that there are one or more
master controllers on the network that control the routing and security. Nodes can
also route other nodes' data so the actual usage range can be larger than the single
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Figure 2.4: Z-Wave devices.
radio link range. Routing devices can not sleep and therefore battery operated
devices are not meant to be used as routers. Z-Wave devices sleep most of the time
and wake up at given intervals to send measurements. There can also be event type
measurements on nodes, for example on the motion detector. Events are sent right
away. A Z-Wave network can consist of up to 232 devices. If more devices are
needed, networks can be bridged. To form a Z-Wave network, the node devices have
to be manually paired with a gateway device. This is called inclusion in Z-Wave
terminology. This is usually done with a simple button pressing sequence on the
devices. A node can be paired to only one gateway device at a time.
Since Z-Wave is a closed standard, it does not provide any oﬃcial open interface for
accessing the data. Commercial gateway products can be used to control the nodes
and create automation scenarios. Openzwave provides an unoﬃcial API that can
be used with compatible USB devices. The USB devices can be used to read the
measurement data and handle the nodes from a PC.
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3. RELATED WORK
This Chapter introduces related work to this thesis. Existing software of the WAS
project closely related to this thesis are introduced at the end of this Chapter.
Many middleware solutions for abstracting WSNs from the end-user applications
have been proposed but only a small number of them contain architectures for using
multiple diﬀerent WSN technologies together. Most closely related of the proposed
architectures are introduced below.
3.1 SeNsIM framework
SeNsIM is a query based framework that provides an architectural and data model
for integrating WSNs [35]. The architecture consists from four layers:
• An application or user layer submits queries and elaborates the retrieved data
from the mediator layer..
• A mediator layer formats and forwards queries to wanted wrappers.
• A wrapper layer contains WSN speciﬁc wrappers for extracting and managing
WSN information and data.
• The sensor system layer contains the WSNs with or without middleware or
operating systems.
A WSN can be connected to SeNsIM by creating a wrapper for it. Information about
the WSN is stored in eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format in the wrapper.
The wrapper and the mediator form a connection with this information. After this,
user applications can query information about WSNs connected to the architecture
and make data queries from wanted WSNs. All data is accessed by queries, data
can not be received real time.
There is an implementation of SeNsIM containing a wrapper component for TinyDB
based WSNs and a graphical UI for queries. The implementation is written in Java.
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3.2 Intelligent Bridge
Ahn and Chong propose an intelligent bridge as an architecture for message ex-
changing between WSNs [36]. In their architecture a server computer is used as a
bridge between two or more networks. Messages are sent from the WSN gateways
to the bridge in XML format using SOAP as transmission protocol. The bridge has
rules on which it acts upon when it receives messages. Their implementation of the
proposal includes message types for query messages, measurement messages, events
and actuator control. The messages have to contain information of the destination
WSN.
The intelligent bridge does not contain a network gateway. Measurements are only
transferred between WSNs. This makes it hard to use the measurement data in
end-user services. In this approach a WSN must be aware of other WSNs to send
them messages. The rule set in the bridge can also grow large when there are more
than two WSNs connected.
3.3 Global Sensor Network
Global Sensor Network (GSN) is a proposed middleware that provides a uniform
platform for integrating sensor networks [37]. The main idea in GSN is virtual sen-
sors. A virtual sensor is an abstraction of any kind of data producer, such as a real
sensor, a cell phone or any combination of diﬀerent virtual sensors. All virtual sen-
sors must be described in XML. Virtual sensors use a wrapper to communicate with
GSN API to store measurements in a Structured Query Language (SQL) database.
Measurements from all sources can then be queried from the database. GSN does not
support real time data acquiring, all measurements are ﬁrst stored in the database.
3.4 Other Proposals
Two similar proposals are introduces below. These proposals are meant for WSNs
but are Internet based, and therefore meant for diﬀerent applications.
IrisNet is web infrastructure for integrating WSNs [38]. The architecture consists of
data sources and data organizers. The organizers store the data from the sources
into a hierarchial, distributed XML database which can be accessed with XPath
queries.
Hourglass is an Internet-based infrastructure for connecting sensors, services and
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applications [39]. Measurement data from the sensors is routed to the client ap-
plications and the underlying sensor networks are completely hidden. WSNs are
connected to the Hourglass infrastructure with proxy services. Hourglass supports
in-network services such as ﬁltering, aggregation, compression, and buﬀering stream
data between source and destination. Third party services can also be deployed and
used in the network.
3.5 Proposal Shortages
The key features for a multi-technology WSN architecture introduced in this thesis
are:
• Possibility to acquire measurements real time
• Works both locally and over the Internet.
• All measurement data can be accessed and used similarly regardless of the
source technology.
• Has to be implementable.
All of the introduced proposals lack at least one key features of a multi-technology
WSN architecture or are meant for other purposes. The intelligent bridge does not
use an actual network gateway software, making end-user services hard to imple-
ment and scalability low. GSN and IrisNet support only acquiring messages from a
database, with no support for using measurement data in real time. Constraining
the infrastructure to use the Internet or a speciﬁc transmission protocol also limits
the versatility. The introduced proposals do not present any models or instruc-
tions for the actual implementation but give a more overall view of the complete
architecture.
This thesis uses an architecture that has all the mentioned key features. It supports
real time measurements and provides interfaces for end-user services. It is not tied
to any speciﬁc transmission protocols or computer architectures. The adaptation
layer makes WSN technology integration to the gateway quick and straightforward.
The architecture scales from just few nodes to thousands of nodes. This thesis also
presents the actual implementation of three adapters.
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3.6 Generic WSN Gateway
Generic WSN Gateway (GWG) is a WSN gateway architecture developed at TUT
[40]. An implementation of GWG is used in this thesis as the gateway software.
It is designed to be WSN technology independent. Main functions of the GWG is
to receive data from diﬀerent WSNs, store measurements in a database and pass
measurements forward to multiple end-user services. GWG architecture is illustrated
in Figure 3.1. It consists from the actual gateway and the adaption layers.
GWG uses internally an interface deﬁnition called WSN OpenAPI [40]. Technology
speciﬁc message formats have to be converted into WSN OpenAPI in the adaptation
layer. The adaptation layer hides the underlying WSN technologies from the GWG.
This way the GWG can use all diﬀerent WSNs similarly. The adaptation layer
consists of several technology speciﬁc adapters. In addition to the WSN OpenAPI
conversion, an adapter may also implement missing functionalities to a WSN. For
example an end-user service can subscribe only wanted measurement quantities from
the network. If the network itself does not support this functionality, the adapter
can implement it by ﬁltering out unwanted quantities. This thesis focuses on the
adaptation layer between WSNs and the gateway and the term adaptation layer is
used to refer to this layer later in this thesis.
Addition to the actual gateway core, GWG can also have a database for storing
Figure 3.1: Generic WSN Gateway architecture.
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measurements. It can also process data, for example calculate actual acceleration
from X, Y and Z components. The processing can also be implemented in adapters
and sent as new quantities. Data can be transferred from the WSNs to the end-user
services but also to the other way. Actuators in WSNs can be controlled from the
end-user services, administration interface or other WSNs. GWG has also features
for sending alerts for measurements that exceed set boundaries, for example too
high temperature.
3.6.1 Generic WSN Gateway Conﬁgurations
There are four diﬀerent versions of GWG for diﬀerent applications. These versions
are Tiny, Basic, BasicWeb and Full, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Tiny, Basic and Ba-
sicWeb GWGs use static conﬁguration ﬁles for deploying services and applications.
These are done statically at the startup of the software. Full version uses JBoss for
dynamic deployment which can be at runtime. Tiny and BasicWeb were used in the
integration phases of this thesis.
• Tiny consists of only the core features of the GWG. It has all the basic ap-
plications and services needed for a basic gateway. All conﬁguration is done
with conﬁguration ﬁles and loaded on startup.
Figure 3.2: Generic WSN Gateway conﬁgurations.
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• Basic adds a database for measurements and node datasheets to Tiny ver-
sion. Conﬁgurations are also read from a database and can be changed during
operation.
• BasicWeb adds a web user-interface (UI) to Basic version. The UI can be used
for conﬁguring the gateway and node mappings.
• Full adds support for instant messaging (IM), email and SMS alerts. Full
version is a work-in-progress.
3.7 WSN OpenAPI
WSN OpenAPI is a collection of interfaces for WSN communications [40]. It is
designed to be a compact, uniﬁed and technology independent. WSN OpenAPI
messages use XML or Comma-Separated Values (CSV) formats. The XML format
is used when there is enough bandwidth to transfer these messages and the receiver
software can handle such amount of data. CSV format is more compact and reduces
data traﬃc and is therefore suitable for resource limited receivers. On the downside,
the CSV format contains no meta-data. In the adapter development of this thesis
only the XML format was used.
WSN OpenAPI provides diﬀerent types of messages as listed in Table 3.1. Beneﬁt
of having diﬀerent types of messages is increased modularity. Only needed types
can be implemented in an application to reduce the amount of work and to make
the software lighter. The relevant message types for this thesis are Authentication
and Capability Format (ACF), Sensor Information Data Format (SIDF) and Node
Actuator and Sensor Control (NASC).
Table 3.1: WSN OpenAPI message types
Type Purpose
ACF Authentication with gateway and capabilities requests.
MEDF Accessing meta-data of nodes.
NASC Sending of commands to nodes.
NMF Conﬁguring of the network itself.
SADF Accessing measurement data from a data archive.
SIDF Transport of measurement data.
3.7.1 Authentication and Capability Format (ACF)
The Authentication and Capability Format (ACF) is used for authenticating clients
to the gateway. It contains only the mandatory features to establish an authentica-
tion. A client has to authenticate to the gateway, otherwise all messages are ignored.
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ACF supports three methods for authentication:
• none - formal authentication is not required
• password - authentication is done with username and password
• challenge - authentication is done with challenge-response method
Password method is the most common and it was used in this thesis. The username
can be given access rights to deﬁned networks, for example send and receive SIDF
messages to and from a certain network. The gateway responds to the client whether
the authentication was accepted or not. An example ACF message in XML format
is presented in Listing 3.1.
1 <AuthenticationRequest xmlns ="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:acf"
method =" password" responseFormat ="XML" version ="1.2" >
2 <Parameter name=" username" value =" testuser"/>
3 <Parameter name=" password" value =" testpassword "/>
4 </AuthenticationRequest >
Listing 3.1: ACF message in XML format
3.7.2 Node Actuator and Sensor Control (NASC)
The Node Actuator and Sensor Control (NASC) messages are used for controlling
actuator nodes in the networks. A NASC message can contain commands for only
one node because the messages can be transported directly to the nodes. An exam-
ple NASC message is presented in Listing 3.2.
1 <NASC xmlns="urn:wsn -openapi:xml:ns:nasc" messageId ="1"
version ="1.0" >
2 <Network id="1">
3 <Node id="2">
4 <Actuator id=" Power Switch">ON </Actuator >
5 </Node >
6 </Network >
7 </NASC >
Listing 3.2: NASC message in XML format
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3.7.3 Sensor Information Data Format (SIDF)
Sensor Information Data Format (SIDF) is a message format designed to transport
measurement data between a WSN and a gateway or between a gateway and end-
user services. One SIDF message can only be used to transport measurements from
a single node. Several measurements can be buﬀered and transferred in one SIDF
message to reduce the amount of messages. An example SIDF message in XML and
CSV is presented in Listing 3.3 and Listing 3.4. The example is intended to help
reading, in real use indentations are left out.
1 <SIDF xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:sidf" version ="1.4" >
2 <Network id="1">
3 <Node id="2">
4 <Sensor id="3">
5 <Measurement quantity =" Temperature" unit="C"
time ="2012 -04 -20 T013 :05:25+00:00"
timeOffset ="043" >
6 <Component id=" value ">19.5</ Component >
7 </Measurement >
8 </Sensor >
9 </Node >
10 </Network >
11 </SIDF >
Listing 3.3: SIDF message in XML format
1 SIDF ;1.4;1;
2 "1";;"2";;"3";;2012 -04 -20 T013 :05:25+00:00;043;;19.5;;;
Listing 3.4: SIDF message in CSV format
A client can request to receive SIDF messages from the GWG. These request, called
subscriptions later in this thesis, can be for all network or from speciﬁc networks,
nodes and measurements. An example subscription in XML format is presented in
Listing 3.5.
1 <Request xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:sidf" version ="1.4" >
2 <Network id="1">
3 <Node id="2"/>
4 <Node id=" Temperature sensor"/>
5 </Network >
6 </Request >
Listing 3.5: SIDF Request for measurements in XML format
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4. ADAPTATION LAYER DESIGN
This Chapter presents the requirements and features of an adaptation layer and the
adapters designed in this thesis.
4.1 Adapter Requirements
The basic idea of an adapter is to work as a bridge between a WSN and a network
gateway. The key requirements of an adapter are:
• Identify and separate all physical devices and map them to their logical coun-
terparts.
• Connect, initialize and upkeep the WSN.
• Receive measurements from the WSN and send user commands to the WSN.
• Transform all WSN speciﬁc messages to WSN OpenAPI and vice versa. This
includes transforming user commands to control the WSN.
• Form and upkeep connection to GWG.
• Implement required parts of WSN OpenAPI.
The adapter needs interfaces for communicating with the WSN and the GWG.
These interfaces can also be one way, for example if there are no actuators in the
WSN, no data needs to passed to the WSN. The device at the edge of the WSN,
communicating with the adapter, can be a network gateway or a sink node. For the
adapter it doe not matter what the device is, the adapter only converts the messages
between the formats.
A general adapter model used in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The model
is divided into three parts: the WSN side, GWG side and the data processing
part. The WSN side interface is technology speciﬁc. Some technologies may need
initializations or more complicated communications trough the interface while some
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Figure 4.1: General adapter model.
technologies only send data at certain intervals. The GWG side interface needs
to implement the WSN OpenAPI requirements. The adapter can implement only
the required parts of WSN OpenAPI. For example if only measurements are passed
to GWG the adapter only needs to implement ACF for establishing connection to
the GWG core and SIDF for the sending measurements. If support for controlling
actuators is needed, NASC has to be implemented.
Support for additional features can also be implemented into the adapter. For ex-
ample, some WSNs support interests which requests for the nodes to send wanted
measurements at given intervals. An example sequence diagram of requesting tem-
perature measurements from the nodes every two minutes is illustrated in Figure
4.2. If the WSN does not support interests, the adapter can simulate interest by
polling the values at given intervals, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The adapter can also process or reﬁne the measurement data. For example, if the
WSN does not include measurement units with the actual measurement values, the
adapter can add these to the WSN OpenAPI messages. Processing of the data is
Figure 4.2: Sequence chart of interest based measurements
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Figure 4.3: Sequence chart of polling based measurements
adapter speciﬁc and optional.
For the adapter to be able to do the mapping it has to be aware of all physical devices
and the logical counterparts. This is is done either manually or automatically, for
example by using the DeviceIDs straight as the logical NodeIDs. There could be a
database of the mappings where adapters would lookup the mapping information
or the adapters could communicate with each other or the GWG to avoid using the
same identiﬁers. In this this thesis adapters are made as simple as possible to speed
up the integration process of a new WSN technology.
4.2 Device Mapping
When connecting multiple WSN technologies together, one major issue is how to
uniquely identify each physical device connected to the GWG. Technologies have
their own way of identifying devices, usually a unique identiﬁer, referred to as De-
viceID in this thesis. This works when using only one WSN but with several WSNs
it is insuﬃcient because diﬀerent WSNs can have devices with the same DeviceID.
In this thesis, this is resolved by giving all WSNs a unique technology identiﬁer,
TechnologyID. The TechnologyID separates physical networks from each other and
the DeviceID identiﬁes the individual physical devices in them. In this chapter the
term device refers to a physical device with one or more sensors or actuators.
To make the usage of several WSNs together easier and more ﬂexible the adaptation
layer maps the physical devices to logical nodes and networks [40]. Logical networks
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Figure 4.4: Mapping of physical nodes to logical nodes.
are groups of logical nodes. Logical networks and nodes should not be confused with
the physical WSNs and devices. In this thesis, one device can be mapped to several
logical nodes in diﬀerent logical networks. The mapping is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Logical nodes and networks are given unique identiﬁers, NodeID and NetworkID.
Diﬀerent networks can have nodes with same NodeIDs since the NetworkIDs are
diﬀerent.
Mapping enables end-user services to use measurement data without specifying
which device actually produced the data and what WSN it is from. Also actu-
ators can be controlled without the knowledge of what technology it uses. The
end-user services have access only to the logical networks. This makes end-user
service development easier and more eﬃcient.
4.3 Adapter Location
The adapter can be located in three diﬀerent places as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
The location depends on the WSN technology and the devices used. The adapter
locations are in the WSNs sink node or network gateway, in the GWG or between
the sink node and GWG. In all cases the responsibilities and requirements for the
adapter are the same.
If the adapter is implemented in the sink node, it works close to the network and
enables tight cooperation with the WSN. Implementing the adapter in the sink
node is not always possible because modifying the node's software is not possible in
all WSNs. WSN development kits and more user-tailorable WSNs usually provide
access to the sink node software. The Bluetooth adapter developed in this thesis
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Figure 4.5: Diﬀerent locations for adapters.
represents this approach.
The GWG supports implementation of applications to create new features. The
adapter can be implemented to the GWG as such application. This way the adapter
is a more integrated part of the gateway and not a standalone component. This
approach is more dependent on the GWG but also enables a more eﬃcient data
exchange between the adapter and the GWG. On the downside, major changes in
the GWG core may break adapter functionality.
If the adapter is created as an independent component between the WSN and the
GWG it can be developed independently and can be easily altered for diﬀerent use
cases. It does not require any customization to the WSN software or the GWG. On
the downside, data exchange rates may be lower because of the loose integration to
both the WSN and GWG.
4.4 Adaptation Process
This section provides general instructions on how to create an adapter for any WSN
technology. Depending on the technology to implement, there are diﬀerent number
of phases in the software implementation. The software to be developed can be
divided into two main parts: the WSN side software and the adapter side software,
as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The WSN side software consists of the node softwares
to send measurements between the nodes and the sink node software to send mea-
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Figure 4.6: Components of an adapter
surement to the adapter. The adapter side software is the actual adapter. These
two sides must be developed closely together and can be thought as one adapter. In
some WSNs, there are no existing reference software to send measurements between
the nodes or onwards from the sink node. The nodes may only contain software
to handle the node platform and radio. In these cases node software for sending
measurements has to be developed. If the nodes already contain software only the
adapter side software is developed. The idea is same in all cases, all the mea-
surements are sent from the WSN side to the adapter side, transformed to WSN
OpenAPI and sent onwards to the GWG.
4.4.1 WSN Side Software
The ﬁrst phase, if needed, is to create the software for all the nodes or just the sink
node depending on the technology. First the packet format of the packets between
the nodes and the adapter software has to be decided. The used technologies may
limit the possible formats. A good general and simple packet format is to send a
start sequence, the source node id, timestamp and the measurement values coupled
with the quantity of the measurement. The quantities can be coded with for example
numeric values which are later decoded at the adapter software. This is to minimize
the amount of data to be sent.
An example simple packet format with example byte sizes is illustrated in Table 4.1.
In this packet the quantities are coded with simple numeric values. For example the
quantity value 0x01 could represent temperature and 0x02 could be humidity. The
coding and byte lengths have to be decided and kept the same in both the WSN
side node software and the adapter software. The packet can also include units for
the quantities if they are available.
First the measurement data has to be acquired from the sensors. The methods of
acquiring the measurement values and node ids on the nodes vary greatly between
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Table 4.1: Example simple packet format.
Meaning Start Timestamp Node Quantity Value Quantity Value
Value 0xFF 0x4FBC9B4E 0x12 0x01 0x0016 0x02 0x55
Size 1B 4B 1B 1B 2B 1B 2B
diﬀerent technologies. When these are acquired they are packaged into the decided
packet format. The packet is then sent to the adapter side software. The methods
for sending the packet also greatly vary. Often the manufacturer provides ready
made APIs for common operations.
4.4.2 Adapter Software
The actual adapter side software receives the measurements from the sink node,
acting as the WSN side part of the adapter. This is often done by reading a serial
data stream. The software has to communicate with the physical receiver device
to read the measurements. After a packet is received it has to be transformed into
WSN OpenAPI and optional processing done to measurement values. This is the
data processing part of the adapter. After the conversion, the adapter sends the
WSN OpenAPI messages to GWG, acting as the GWG side part of the adapter.
The adapter software has to implement at least ACF to authenticate with GWG
and SIDF or NASC to handle measurement data.
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5. ADAPTER IMPLEMENTATIONS
Prototype adapters for ZigBee, Z-Wave and Bluetooth were created in this thesis to
test the designed adapter model. It approves that multiple technologies can be used
together seamlessly. The Bluetooth adapter also contained a local UI for plotting
the measurements.
An Android software, called TUT RemotePlot, for plotting measurements from the
WSNs was also implemented to test the adapters. An existing PC software, called
WSN Monitor, was also used for plotting the measurements.
The implemented architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Generic WSN Gateway
and the PC plotter were existing software from the project, all other components
were implemented as part of this thesis.
This Chapter presents the implemented adapters and softwares. It also introduces
the tools and platform used for implementation.
Figure 5.1: The implemented architecture.
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5.1 Development Tools and Platform
Tools used in this work are presented in Table 5.1. Most of the Java and C++ code
were written with Eclipse [41]. The thesis itself was written with TeXworks which
is a part of MiKTeX [42].
Table 5.1: Tools and platforms used in this work.
Tool Version
Android 2.2 and 3.0
Android Software Development Kit r20
Waspmote IDE 0.2
5.2 Android
Android is a Linux-based open-source operating system for mobile devices [43]. It is
mostly used in smartphones and tablet computers. The development is done by the
Open Handset Alliance which is led by Google. Android has been the best selling
smartphone operating systems since Q4 of the year 2010 [44]. The latest version is
4.1 which was released in July 2012.
5.2.1 Android Software Development Kit
The Android Software Development Kit (SDK) is a set of tools for developing appli-
cations for Android [45]. It includes all essential tools including libraries, compiler,
documentation and tutorials. It can be run on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X
operating systems. The suggested integrated development environment (IDE) is
Eclipse, which was also used in this thesis. Developers can also use a text editor of
their choice and command line tools.
The SDK can be downloaded from Google for free. Application development for
Android is free but putting the applications to Android's online application store
Google Play, the developer has to pay a one time developer fee. The least expensive
Android phones can be bought for under 100 euros. The SDK includes an emu-
lator for testing the applications so a physical smartphone is not mandatory for
developing. These make Android application development inexpensive and easily
approachable.
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5.2.2 Android applications
Android applications are usually written in Java language. It is also possible to
develop applications using extensions for C and C++ or a visual environment for
novice programmers. All Android applications developed in this thesis are written
in Java.
Android applications compose from building blocks called application components
[45]. There are four diﬀerent types of application components. Each type has
a distinct purpose and lifecycle that deﬁnes how the component is created and
destroyed. The four types and their roles are:
• Activities - A single screen with an user interface. User interface components
can be only accessed from the corresponding activity. Activities can be started
from anywhere in the applications.
• Services - A component that runs in the background. Services are used for
performing long-running operations. A service does not have a user interface
and it can not handle them.
• Content providers - Manages data in a shared location. File system, database,
online storage or any persistent storage location can be used. Through the
content provider any application can query data with proper permissions.
• Broadcast receivers - A component that handles system-wide broadcasts such
as an announcement that the screen has turned oﬀ or the volume has been in-
creased. Applications can also send broadcasts, for example an announcement
that some data has been downloaded and is now available.
5.3 Bluetooth Nodes
Bluetooth nodes are available from many manufactures for varying purposes. All
nodes use Bluetooth to send the measurements, but the actual measurement package
formats vary between devices. In this thesis, one adapter with device speciﬁc parts is
created. Because the adapter handles more than one device type and it also handles
the Bluetooth connection, the term gateway is more appropriate. The basic idea of
it is still the same as with an adapter.
Smartphones have nowadays lots of processing capabilities and multiple radios such
as Bluetooth, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and 3G modems. Smartphones
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Figure 5.2: Basic idea of the Bluetooth node gateway software.
are also small and lightweight. An Android smartphone is a suitable platform for
the Bluetooth adapter since Android provides extensive and easy to use APIs for
using the radios.
The adapter bridges the measurements from Bluetooth to either a local network or
the Internet with WLAN or 3G and onwards to the GWG. The adapter is imple-
mented as a normal Android application. A feature to plot measurements locally
on the smartphone is also implemented in addition to the gateway functions. The
basic idea of the setup is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
5.3.1 Android Phone Gateway Software
A prototype mobile gateway software for Bluetooth nodes was created for this the-
sis. It was used for biomedical sensors and therefore named as TUT MedSensor.
MedSensor was designed and implemented to be used with nodes from diﬀerent
manufacturers. The technology speciﬁc parts are separated from the core func-
tionality. The basic structure of the application is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The
application is divided into four main components: the main activity, chart view
service, data handling service and the remote server connection service.
The main activity handles the initialization and overall ﬂow of the application and
the graphical user interface. The chart view service is responsible for reﬁning the
measurement data to a graphical plot. The data handling service is responsible for
communicating with the Bluetooth nodes and transforming the measurement data
to WSN Openapi, therefore acting as the WSN side and processing component of
the adapter. It passes the data onwards for the chart view service and the server
connection service. The server connection service acts as the GWG side of the
adapter. TUT MedSensor implements ACF and SIDF types of WSN OpenAPI. It
uses an WSN OpenAPI Java library developed at TUT to create the messages and
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Figure 5.3: TUT MedSensor application functional structure.
form the connection to the GWG.
Figure 5.4 shows the phases done in MedSensor when a new packet is received from
a Bluetooth node. After the packet has been received it is parsed by the technology
speciﬁc component. If the received data needs reﬁnement or transformation, it is
done in this phase. After the optional data processing, the message is converted
into WSN OpenAPI SIDF message format and then passed to the remote server
connection component, which passes the message to a remote GWG. The messages
are queued in the service, and sent in a separate thread to avoid becoming a bottle-
neck in the application, if the connection is slow or unreliable. Especially when 3G
Figure 5.4: TUT MedSensor receiving a new measurement packet.
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is used, connection may be unreliable. The measurement packets are also passed to
the chart view service through the main activity. Data is then plotted on the graph
view in real time.
Figure 5.5 shows the two main screen of the MedSensor user interface. The main
screen has customizable quick selection buttons for connecting to Bluetooth nodes.
It has buttons for disabling some of the measurement components for increasing the
performance. The chart view shows the plot of the current measurement data and
selections for the Y-axis value scaling.
Figure 5.5: TUT MedSensor application graphical user interface.
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5.3.2 Biomedical Sensors
There are many manufacturers with nodes for biophysical measurements. Shim-
mer [46] nodes, shown in Figure 5.6, were selected because of their open source
reference implementations and good support for developers. Nodes for measuring
galvanic skin response (GSR), electrocardiography (ECG) and electromyography
(EMG) were used. Table 5.2 presents technical information of the nodes.
Table 5.2: Shimmer Bluetooth nodes technical information
Clock frequency 8MHz
Memory (RAM) 10 kB
Memory (Flash) 48 kB
Sample rate 10Hz - 1kHz
Battery capacity 450mAh
Battery life approx. 1 day
Range max. 50m
Shimmer nodes have Bluetooth and 802.15.4 radios, but only the Bluetooth radio
was used in this implementation. All nodes contain 3-axis acceleration sensors and
other sensors can be connected modularly. Additional sensors are available for mea-
suring GSR, ECG, EMG, rotation, magnetic ﬁelds, strain, infrared, temperature,
and pressure. The nodes contain a 8MHz MSP430 processor and they run TinyOS
[47], an open source operating system designed for low-power wireless devices, devel-
oped by members of the academic world and companies. The software of Shimmer
nodes is freely customizable and is written in nesC language, which is an extension to
C. Regardless of that, the adapter can not be implemented in the node itself because
the GWG does not have support for Bluetooth connections. The measurements have
to be bridged to WLAN or 3G.
Figure 5.6: Shimmer Bluetooth nodes. [46]
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A reference implementation was used to save time and eﬀort, no changes were needed
to the node software. The software sends simple packets, illustrated in Table 5.3
where each actual measurement takes two bytes. The packets contains a start se-
quence, a timestamp and raw measurement data from the sensors. The start se-
quence indicates the start of a new packet to simplify the receiving. The timestamp
was not used in this implementation as it is only 2B in length and overﬂows period-
ically. Instead, measurements are timestamped in MedSensor as they are received.
The manufacturer provides formulas for converting the raw measurement data to
sensible values. Since the packets do not include any measurements units, they are
added in addition to the data reﬁnement in the data processing component.
Table 5.3: Example Shimmer measurement packet format
2B 2B 2B 2B 2B 2B
Start Time AccelX AccelY AccelZ GSR
All nodes include the acceleration data of three axises. EMG and GSR have only
one channel for the actual measurement data so the total packet size for them is
12B. ECG has two channels, leading to a total packet size of 14B. For example, a
sample rate of 50Hz was used for the ECG node which means a total bandwidth
required from the Bluetooth connection is 700B/s. This bandwidth is low enough for
Bluetooth connections. One Shimmer ECG packet with acceleration and two ECG
channels converted into WSN OpenAPI takes approximately 600B. With the sample
rate of 50Hz, a bandwidth of 29 kB/s is required from the GWG connection. This
can be achieved in WLAN, but mobile data connections can become a bottleneck.
If several nodes are used at the same time the GWG connection quality becomes
even more critical.
During the testing of the software and nodes, the mobile phone processing capability
also seemed to become a bottleneck. Especially the plotting of data required lots of
processing power. Low-end smartphones were noticed not to perform well enough.
High end models performed well even with larger data amounts and higher sample
rates.
5.3.3 Heart Rate Sensor
Heart rate can be calculated from the ECG signal. This method was ﬁrst used with
the ECG Shimmer node but it turned out to be sensitive to inaccuracies. Shimmer
nodes were also uncomfortable to wear, especially in sports. A chest strap with a
Bluetooth heart rate sensor meant for only monitoring the heart rate was seen as a
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solution to these problems. Zephyr HxM[48] Bluetooth sensor, shown in Figure 5.7,
was selected for integration because the manufacturer provides APIs for accessing the
data and comprehensive documentation. The HxM is meant for personal use and it
is compatible with many smartphone ﬁtness applications. In addition to monitoring
the heart rate it also tracks speed and distance, based on steps. According to the
manufacturer the sensor has a battery lifetime of 26 hours and it can be recharged
from Universal Serial Bus (USB). The belt uses a sampling rate of 1Hz.
TUT MedSensor was also used with the heart rate belt. Only the technology speciﬁc
component was added to the existing software and therefore integration of the sensor
was fast. The HxM speciﬁc packet format is presented in Table 5.4. The packets
are 60B and the actual heart rate, byte 12, takes up only 1B. Other relevant bytes
are the battery charge rate, byte 11, and the movement data, bytes 50 to 54. Bytes
14 to 40 are used to store timestamps of the heart beats. Zephyr also uses two bytes
for timestamps. These timestamps can be used to calculate intervals in seconds
between consecutive heart beats but they can not be used as a timestamp for the
packets. The packets are timestamped in the MedSensor software.
Figure 5.7: Zephyr HxM Bluetooth heart rate sensor. [48]
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Table 5.4: Zephyr HxM packet format
Byte Content
0 STX
1 0x26
2 55
3 Firmware ID
5 Firmware version
7 Hardware ID
9 Hardware version
11 Battery charge percent
12 Heart rate
13 Heart rate number
14 Heart rate timestamp #1 (newest)
16 Heart rate timestamp #2
18 Heart rate timestamp #3
20 Heart rate timestamp #4
22 Heart rate timestamp #5
24 Heart rate timestamp #6
26 Heart rate timestamp #7
28 Heart rate timestamp #8
30 Heart rate timestamp #9
32 Heart rate timestamp #10
34 Heart rate timestamp #11
36 Heart rate timestamp #12
38 Heart rate timestamp #13
40 Heart rate timestamp #14
42 Heart rate timestamp #15 (oldest)
44 Reserved
46 Reserved
48 Reserved
50 Distance
52 Instantaneous speed
54 Strides
55 Reserved
56 Reserved
58 CRC
59 ETX
5.4 Environmental Monitoring
Libelium [27] manufacturers and sells a ZigBee based development kit called Wasp-
mote, shown in Figure 5.8. Waspmotes have a wide range of diﬀerent sensors, and
was therefore selected for implementation. Waspmotes consist of the basic platform
board which has sensors for acceleration, battery rate, and temperature. These basic
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Figure 5.8: Waspmote nodes. Gas measurement extension board attached on the right
one.
Waspmotes can be extended with diﬀerent sensor boards, varying from ones measur-
ing diﬀerent gases, pressure and humidity to parking detectors and soil moistures.
The development kit acquired contained sensor boards for gases, parking monitoring,
electrical current measurements and a general input/output (IO) extension board.
Diﬀerent antennas and radio modules can also be connected for other technologies in
addition to ZigBee and to vary the range of communication. With ZigBee radio the
maximum range according to the manufacturer is over 10 kilometers. To read the
measurements from the network a USB serial connection from Libelium was used.
The USB device works as the ZigBee coordinator in the network.
All core functions, radio communications and sensor boards have well deﬁned APIs
for quick and easy deployment. The nodes had no reference software to send the
measurements. Simple prototype node software was created for the nodes that reads
the measurement from the sensors, forms a link to the coordinator and sends the
Figure 5.9: ZigBee network setup.
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measurements with given intervals. The prototype software does not have support
for multihop between the nodes. The support can be added later. An adapter
software was written to handle the USB device, and communicate with the GWG.
Adding multihop support for the nodes does not aﬀect the adapter software. The
adapter software was run on an small embedded PC. This setup is illustrated in
Figure 5.9.
The ﬁrst phase of integration was to create software for the nodes. The nodes
contained diﬀerent sensors but the basic functions were the same for all nodes. A
simple software body was created for the basic functions and small additions for
diﬀerent sensors. The software on Waspmotes is divided into two functions: setup
and loop. The setup function is run only once when the board is turned on and
loop is run after that repeatedly. The phases of both functions and the ﬂow of
the software is illustrated in Figure 5.10. The setup function is used for initializing
the sensors, real time clock and radio. The loop function reads the measurements,
packages them in a ZigBee packet, sends them and sleeps for a given time. After
sleep the loop starts again from the start.
Libelium provides an API to handle all ZigBee network functionality. Functions ex-
ist for initializing the radio, scanning for nodes, and sending and receiving packets.
Listing 5.1 displays the code used for initializing the ZigBee radio. The API also
Figure 5.10: Flow of the Waspmote node software
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provides functions for creating a ZigBee package and inserting the data to it. List-
ing 5.2 displays code for creating a ZigBee package and sending it to the coordinator.
1 // Inits the ZigBee library for right radio module
2 xbeeZB.init(ZIGBEE ,FREQ2_4G ,PRO);
3
4 // Set power level 0-4
5 xbeeZB.setPowerLevel (4);
6
7 // Power boost mode
8 // Increases receive by 1dBm , transmit by 2dBm
9 xbeeZB.setPowerMode (1);
10
11 // Powers ZigBee
12 xbeeZB.ON();
Listing 5.1: Waspmote code for initializing the ZigBee radio
1 // Creates ZigBee package
2 package =( packetXBee *) calloc(1,sizeof(packetXBee));
3
4 // Sets the source and destination information
5 xbeeZB.setOriginParams(package , NODE_ID , MY_TYPE);
6 xbeeZB.setDestinationParams(package , GATEWAY_MAC , (char*)data ,
MAC_TYPE ,DATA_ABSOLUTE);
7
8 // Sends the package
9 xbeeZB.sendXBee(package);
Listing 5.2: Waspmote code for creating and sending a package
The development environment uses simple text strings to store data in packets.
The API provides functions to add measurements in strings to the data area of
the ZigBee packet. This method is not eﬃcient since every character takes up 1B.
For example one measurement with a value of 1234 would take up 4B or 32 b. If
the value is presented in an integer it takes only 10 b. Therefore, measurement
values are manually inserted as integers to the ZigBee package. The API uses
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters internally
so a measurement value of 0 is interpreted as end of data.
A simple data packet format was created for use with the nodes, as presented in
Table 5.5. The packet only has a timestamp and a pairs of measurement quantity and
value for all measurements. The number of these value pairs varies depending on the
number of sensors on the node. These packets are inserted into the data ﬁeld of the
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ZigBee package. The API uses American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII) characters internally, so certain values have to be escaped before the data
is inserted. For example a measurement value of 0 is interpreted as End of Data in
ASCII.
Table 5.5: Example simple packet format.
Meaning Timestamp Quantity Value Quantity Value
Value (hex) 0x0C051E090519 0x01 0x1234 0x02 0x0236
Value (decimal) 12-05-30 09:05:25 1 4660 2 566
Size 6B 1B 2B 1B 2B
In addition to the node software, the actual adapter software is needed. The adapter
software was written in Java. It initializes the USB ZigBee coordinator and reads the
measurements from the network. The basic Java JDK does not have native support
for reading serial devices so an external library Java Communications API[49] was
used. The WSN OpenAPI library was also used in this adapter to handle the GWG
side of the adapter.
5.5 Home Automation
Z-Wave was selected as the home automation technology to integrate. Aeon Labs
Z-Stick Series 2 [50] was selected as the gateway device because of the plug and
play support in Linux and openzwave [29] support. A PC runs the adapter software
and controls the USB gateway device. Z-Stick has a USB to serial converter and
is therefore displayed as a simple serial port device on the PC. Controllable power
switches, energy meter, ﬂood detector, motion detector, door/window detector and
smoke alarm devices were acquired for integration.
Openzwave library is provided with a sample software, called MinOZW, that sets
up the Z-Wave network and receives measurements from it. Nothing is done to the
measurements on the sample software. MinOZW is written in C and is used as a
base for the Z-Wave adapter software, as it already handles the WSN side of the
adapter. Implementation for data processing and GWG side of the adapter was
created. The adapter has two threads, as illustrated in Figure 5.11. The Z-Wave
thread initializes the Z-Wave network and then starts to listen for measurement
messages. The Z-Wave thread acts as the WSN side of the adapter. When a message
is received it is converted into WSN OpenAPI and sent to the GWG, if there is a
connection. The API provides device IDs, which are mapped straight to logical
nodeIDs, quantities and units in the messages so the conversion is straightforward.
Messages are timestamped on arrival at the adapter software. The GWG thread
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Figure 5.11: Flow of the Z-Wave adapter software
handles the the GWG side of the adapter. The WSN OpenAPI Java library could
not be used because the adapter was implemented with C++, so the GWG side
functionality was written from scratch. When a GWG connection is formed, the
adapter listens for NASC messages.
The power switch nodes used in this thesis also contains actuators, they can be
turned on and oﬀ. When the adapter receives a NASC message, it parsed and
stored in an internal data model. Then the openzwave library is used to check if
such node and actuator exist in the network. If they exists, a command is sent to
the right device. This process is display in listing 5.3.
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1 // Executes a received NASC messages from GWG.
2 void executeNASCMessage(NASCMessage* nasc)
3 {
4 // The nodeID in the NASC message
5 int nodeId_int = atoi((nasc ->getNode ()).c_str());
6
7 // Go trough the devices to find the one in NASC
8 for( list <NodeInfo *>:: iterator it = g_nodes.begin(); it !=
g_nodes.end(); ++it )
9 {
10 // Openzwave data model for storing node information
11 NodeInfo* nodeInfo = *it;
12
13 // When the wanted node is found ...
14 if(( nodeInfo ->m_homeId == g_homeId ) && ( nodeInfo ->m_nodeId
== nodeId_int ))
15 {
16 // ... go trough it's actuators to find the given one
17 for( list <ValueID >:: iterator iter =
nodeInfo ->m_values.begin (); iter !=
nodeInfo ->m_values.end(); ++iter )
18 {
19 // If the right actuator is found , send the given command
to it
20 if( Manager ::Get()->GetValueLabel (*iter) ==
nasc ->getActuator () )
21 {
22 Manager ::Get()->SetValue (*iter ,nasc ->getValue ());
23 }
24 }
25 }
26 }
27 }
Listing 5.3: Z-Wave actuator control with openzwave library
Openzwave is still under development and contains bugs. Some nodes are not fully
supported. The motion detector was recognized but did not send messages on events.
The smoke detector needed a manual waking up by button pressing to start sending
messages. Basic functionality of other nodes was right. The nodes support changing
of some parameters, for example message sending interval. These parameters seemed
to worked randomly. The problematic nodes were tested on an oﬃcial commercial
Z-Wave gateway device to rule out the possibility of broken devices.
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Figure 5.12: Generic plotter requesting measurement from the GWG
5.6 Technology Independent End-user Services
Technology independent end-user services were used to test the adapters. They were
used to verify that all measurement data from diﬀerent WSN technologies can be
used similarly. Controlling of nodes should also be possible without knowing actual
technologies or the physical node details.
Generic plotters are applications that request measurements from the GWG and
interpret them graphically. These applications do not know from what technology
certain measurements come from. The plotter sends a SIDF request to the GWG.
The request can be for all measurements or just measurements from certain network
or node. GWG receives the subscription and starts sending the wanted measurement
to the plotter. The plotter then reads the data from the WSN OpenAPI messages
and draws line or bar graphs. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.12.
5.6.1 Generic PC Plotter
A generic plotter for PC, called WSN Monitor, has been created earlier in the WAS
project. WSN Monitor is written in Java and therefore runs on Windows and Linux.
It was originally written as a proof of concept client to the GWG to demonstrate
the WSN OpenAPI in use [40]. It has several diﬀerent views, implemented as plug-
ins to show the data in diﬀerent ways. The software can show all the received
measurements in a list, save them in a database and plot them in real time. All of
the diﬀerent views can be used at the same time and several graphs can be drawn
also. The real time graph view of WSN Monitor is shown in Figure 5.13. The real
time graph view uses an open source library JFreeChart for drawing the charts.
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Figure 5.13: WSN Monitor real time graph view
5.6.2 Generic Android Plotter
WSN Monitor can only be run on PCs so a mobile application for drawing graphs
was implemented for use with TUT MedSensor. Android was used as the platform
again to so that already written MedSensor code could be reused. A generic plotter
called TUT RemotePlot, shown in Figure 5.14, was written for Android tablets.
TUT MedSensor has only one view and draws only line graphs. An Android port
of the JFreeChart library called AFreeChart was used to handle the graph drawing.
Bar graphs could be added to the application with reasonable work. RemotePlot
sorts the received messages by node, sensor, quantity and component in the menus
at the top. The menus ﬁll with content as it arrives to the application. These
menus can be used to select wanted measurements to be drawn. The application
also contains four quick selection buttons that can be preconﬁgured to request and
draw only wanted measurement. This is to save bandwidth and amount of data to
handle since mobile devices have limited amount of processing power.
During the usage of the application it was noticed that drawing measurements with
high sample rate, for example the ECG with 50Hz, makes the application very unre-
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Figure 5.14: TUT RemotePlot Android generic plotter
sponsive and slow. Processing time usage of diﬀerent components of the application
were measured to see what is the bottleneck of the application. Depending on the
data sample rate and amount of components drawn at the same time, the graph
drawing took 80-99% of the processing time. AFreeChart is originally meant for
displaying only static data and not for constantly updating dynamic data. There
are only few ready made libraries available for graph drawing on Android and most
of them with inadequate performance or functionalities. To make the application
usable with high sample rates a graph library would have to be created from scratch
or one of the open source libraries optimized.
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6. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
The adapter complexity is displayed in Table 6.1 with the total amount of lines of
code and runtime memory usage. As can be seen, Z-Wave adapter takes both more
lines of code and memory. This is due to the Openzwave library which supports
a wide range of diﬀerent nodes and gateway devices. The Bluetooth and ZigBee
adapters can be run on low performance embedded devices.
Table 6.1: Lines of code and runtime memory usage of the adapters.
Adapter Lines of code Memory usage (MB)
Bluetooth 3026 27
ZigBee 2052 31
Z-Wave 50178 48
Measurement packet sizes in bytes are displayed in Table 6.2. The table shows sizes
of the packets in technology speciﬁc native format and in WSN OpenAPI. The WSN
OpenAPI takes more space than the native formats because the measurements are
stored as text in XML, as with the native formats values are stored as integers.
The WSN OpenAPI messages also contain more information, such as timestamps,
and measurement quantities and sensor names as text. The messages are usually
transported from the adapter to the GWG over wide bandwidth connection, such
as WLAN, making the eﬀect of increased packet size small. WSN OpenAPI packet
sizes could be decreased by using the CSV format.
Table 6.2: Native and WSN OpenAPI measurement packet sizes.
Adapter Native format (B) WSN OpenAPI (B)
Bluetooth (Shimmer, accel+ECG) 12 593
Bluetooth (Zephyr) 60 309
ZigBee (acceleration+temperature) 23 547
Z-Wave 15 309
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7. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents the design, implementation and evaluation of WSN gateway
adapters. Adapters separate the gateway integration process of new WSN tech-
nologies from the development of the actual gateway and end-user services. Three
prototype adapters were created for an existing end-to-end WSN architecture.
A general model for an gateway adapter was designed. The model uniﬁes the inte-
gration process for all new technologies by dividing the adapter into WSN technology
speciﬁc side and gateway side. It enables the reuse of software components, espe-
cially on the gateway side. A generic WSN integration process and it's phases are
explained but more detailed technology speciﬁc instructions can not be given, be-
cause of the wide range of technologies and devices. The model and the integration
process can be used for future adapter development.
Implemented adapters were successfully evaluated with generic data plotters. All
adapters worked throughout the test period and did not interfere with each other.
Adapters were developed concurrently with the end-user services.
The biggest challenges in adapter development are in the technology speciﬁc parts
of the adapter. Some WSNs are poorly documented, especially the packet formats
and timestamping of measurements. Acquiring all required data and converting it
into WSN OpenAPI takes most of the time in the implementation. Some WSN
technologies are also closed source and require the use of third party components.
This brings more unreliability factors to the implementation and also to the usage
of the adapter.
The objective of the thesis was to integrate several WSN technologies to the GWG
and form a working end-to-end multi-technology WSN architecture. This objective
was achieved using existing softwares together with the implemented adapters. More
complex and intelligent adapters could have been implemented to achieve more
automatic integration process.
As future work the adapters could do mapping from physical devices to logical nodes
automatically by communicating with GWG and other adapters. All nodes would
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be described in XML from which the GWG would gather information for mapping.
This would make the deployment of complete end-to-end architecture easier and
faster. The automatic mapping functionality can be added to existing adapters. It
would be interesting to use adapters with other WSN gateway softwares. This would
only require changing the gateway side components of the adapters to match the
new gateway. More technologies will also be integrated in the future. The adapters
will be used in a pilot home automation application.
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